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Why do we need simulations? 
Analytical vs. Numerical models:

Analytical:
➢ fast and efficient
➢ large dynamic range

but
➢ can handle only simple 

situations (symmetric, 
constant  clumping and 
temperature, sharp I-
fronts, etc.) and simple 
physics

➢ difficult to treat source and 
density bias, gas infall 

Numerical:
➢ general
➢ can include complex 

physics and chemistry
➢ self-consistent
➢ for any density field and 

source distribution 
but
➢ expensive
➢ limited dynamic range



Nakamoto, Umemura, Susa 

Razoumov et al.

SimpleX (Ritzerveld et al.)

OTVET (Gnedin, Abel) CRASH (Ciardi,Masseli, 
Ferrara)

Sokasian et al.

C2-Ray (Mellema, Iliev,et al.)

Cosmological radiative transfer codes (just a sample!)

IFT (Alvarez, Shapiro) Coral (Iliev, Shapiro, Raga) 



Scales of Reionization

Large:

➢ large bubbles (tens of Mpc) due to 

strong source clustering at high-z

➢ small scales not representative of 

global reionization

➢ observations (21-cm, kSZ, Ly-α) 

require large scales

Small:

➢ Generally not directly observable, but strongly 

influence larger scales through e.g.:

ionizing source properties, photon production, 

spectra, escape fractions

small-scale gas clumping and source 

screening by minihalos

Radiative, mechanical and chemical feedback

δT
b

Huge dynamic range required if all relevant scales are to be included!



What is happening on small scales?
It all starts there!

➢ H
2
 molecules, cooling and star formation: see talks by 

K. Ahn (this morning) and B. O'Shea (next). Very 
complex physics, still difficult to do dynamically except 
in 1D, but crucial for simulating the formation of the 
first stars, their feedback and its consequences for 
subsequent star formation. Are small halos important 
as sources? Still an open question.

➢ IMF: very difficult to derive, highly uncertain. Possibly 
more top-heavy than the one observed today? 

➢ Star formation efficiency: same, estimates vary by 
orders of magnitude.

➢ Ionizing photons escape fraction: again highly 
uncertain, few simulations exist.



What is happening on small scales?
Photon escape fraction I

   Ciardi et al. 2002 did 
3D radiative transfer 
simulations with 
different gas 
distributions, obtaining 
f
esc

~20%. However, no 

hydro is coupled, gas 
is assumed static.   



What is happening on small scales?
Photon escape fraction II

   Kitayama et al.  2004 and 
Whalen et al. 2004 
simulated the evolution of 
early HII regions in 1D, 
including gas motions and 
more sophisticated 
physics. Escape fraction 
depends strongly on the 
host (mini)halo mass, halo 
structure and star mass.

     



Going to a bit larger scales...



• Minihalos with Tvir < 104 K 
were common enough to 
cover the sky around source 
halos with Tvir > 104 K during 
reionization.



I-front propagation in a cosmological 

density field with minihalos I 
  1 Mpc box, 128^3
   single source
   Note that the I-front 

gets trapped along 
certain directions 
even at this low 
resolution 
(minihalos are 
barely resolved)

   (fixed density, radiative 
transfer simulation 
using code C2-Ray, 
Mellema et al 2006)



I-front propagation in a cosmological 

density field with minihalos II

   Visualization of an 
   I-front propagation in a 

cosmological density 
field (LCDM)

   box : 0.5/h Mpc
   redshift: z=9 
    IFT code by M. Alvarez and P. 

Shapiro (thanks M. Alvarez and 

UTexas Visualization Center)



Photoevaporation 
of cosmological 
minihalos 
(Shapiro, Iliev, 
Raga 2004, 

Iliev, Shapiro, 
Raga 2005)

Temperature at 
times t = 0.0, 0.2, 
2.5, 10, 60, 150 
Myrs.

(Mhalo, zinitial, F0) = 

(107Msun, 9, 1).

Pop II source.

Process requires 
few up to ~10 
photons per atom 
>>1.



Effect of minihalos on global 
reionization history: a sample

   the presence of 
minihalos can change 
the reionization 
history significantly, 
but is usually ignored

   (Ciardi et al. 2006;  
for a complementary 
semi-analytical 
approach see 

   Iliev et al. 2005). 
    



Requirements for Simulations 
of Global Reionization

➢Large computational boxes  – due to strong bias HII 
regions are large; and degree scale on the sky and 
multiple MHz in bandwidth for observational 
predictions  

➢Physical models for the ionizing sources (photon 
production, star-formation efficiencies, escape 
fractions)

➢Precise, high-resolution radiative transfer     
➢Detailed knowledge of structures forming at high-z: 
➢number and distribution of sources – down to dwarf 

galaxies of ~108M
solar

➢density fluctuations (photon sinks) – self-shielded 
(MH) or not. 



 The cosmological scales:
radiative hydro simulations

   Ricotti, Gnedin & Shull (2001): self-
consistent simulations (DM+gas 
+radiation), detailed physics.  

    Positive feedback on H
2 
formation?

    important step forward, but

    small box size (<4 Mpc): cannot 
capture large HII regions, reionization 
occurs fairly quickly, low resolution: 
MHs  and small-scale gas clumping 
not resolved properly, no long-
wavelength density fluctuation modes: 
incorrect source clustering? Not a 
good model for global reionization?

   



What about even larger scales?
   Several groups have done important 

pioneering work, Nakamoto et al. 2001, 

Ciardi et al. (this morning), Sokasian et 

al. 2002, Razoumov et al. 2002

    These simulations use pre-computed 

density fields (N-body, or N-body+gas) 

and couple the outputs with semi-

analytical models for the sources.

    Many important results were derived

(e.g. inside-out reionization)  

   but
simulation box sizes still too small (8-20 Mpc/h) to capture the large HII regions 

resulting from source bias (tens of Mpc) or for realistic observational predictions 

(arcmin or larger scales), reionization occurs rapidly (esp. for <10 Mpc boxes)



Large-scale simulations of reionization
(a flavor only, see tomorrow's talk by P. Shapiro)

   Recently, the first radiative transfer 

simulations of reionization were 

performed (Iliev et al. 2005, astro-

ph/0512187), which considered 

sufficiently large scales (100/h 

Mpc), while resolving all galaxies 

down to dwarf sizes in that volume 

and following the radiation from all 

of them individually.   

    Allowed by the recent development 

of better, more efficient numerical 

methods for transferring ionizing 

radiation and for simulating 

cosmological structure  formation.

   



Large-scale simulations of reionization II
   Basic methodology is similar to 

previous efforts: large N-body 

simulations used to resolve the 

halos and the density field: 

   100/h Mpc box,

    16243 particles (4.3 billion), 

     32483 cells (PMFAST code)

   Up to 1.3 million halos (at z=3) (with 
>100 particles/halo =2.5x109 M

solar

    These were coupled to fast and 

precise radiative transfer code (C2-

Ray, NewA, 11, 374, 2006) at 2033 

and 4063 grid resolutions. 

   

mass functions: at z>10 do not 
agree with neither Press-Schechter 
nor Sheth-Tormen 



Large-Scale Topology of Reionization: Animations

100/h Mpc 
box, 406^3 
radiative 
transfer 
simulation



Large-Scale Topology of Reionization: Animations

35/h Mpc box, 
406^3 radiative 
transfer simulation

>108 solar mass 
halos resolved (i.e. 
all atomically-
cooling halos)

Jeans mass 
filtering included



Reionization history of sub-regions
green = total mean

red    = mean-density           

             subregions

blue   = all sub-regions

For small regions there is 

huge scatter and overlap 

epoch cannot be determined 

well. Only sufficiently large 

regions (>20 Mpc) describe 

the mean evolution well 

(though still larger volumes 

needed for e.g. HII regions 

size distribution).



Reionization histories: extended 
reionization

f=2000, larger halos (blue)
f=250, larger halos(mag.)
f=250, all sources (red)
Pop.III to Pop. II (green)



Reionization histories: extended 
reionization: optical depth

f=2000, larger halos (blue)
f=250, larger halos(mag.)
f=250, all sources (red)
Pop.III to Pop. II (green)



Very Large-scale simulations 
of reionization

• Can we go to even larger 
scales? (needed e.g. for 
studying rare objects like 
luminous QSO's)

• Still very difficult! 
• but the first steps are done 

(Kohler et al 2005, astro-
ph/0511627): up to ~1Gpc 
scale, but only 1283, thus 
not resolving individual 
sources, but using local 
mean  background, instead.



How reliable are all these codes? :

Cosmological radiative transfer code comparison project

➢ Verification of current codes
➢ Testbed for future radiative transfer code 

development
➢ 11 codes
➢ 8 tests, 5 pure RT and 3 with gas-dynamics
➢ Paper I (pure radiative transfer, static density fields) 

submitted (Iliev et al. 2006, astro-ph/0603199)
➢ results with gasdynamics still being collected and 

studied, to be completed in the next few months.



Radiative transfer code comparison 

project: Sample Results

Sample results: Classic HII region expansion, Stromgren sphere



Classic HII region expansion: the spectral 

hardening and temperature structure

HI images, initial expansion           



Classic HII region expansion: the spectral 

hardening and temperature structure

T images, initial expansion



Cosmological radiative transfer code comparison 

project: I-front trapping in a dense clump
HI images: initial I-front trapping



Cosmological radiative transfer code comparison 

project: I-front trapping in a dense clump
T images: initial I-front trapping



Cosmological radiative transfer code comparison 

project: reionizing cosmological density field
T images



Summary of the code 
comparison

➢ All codes track I-fronts reliably.
➢ Differences exist in the I-front thickness and 

HII region internal structure: some methods 
are inherently more diffusive. 

➢ Even more significant variations arise in the 
temperature state and the handling of hard 
photons (with large mean free path).

➢ Methods should be chosen with care, 
depending of the particular problem to be 
solved (does I-front need to be resolved, is 
precise temperature value very important?).  



Talk summary
➢ The area of radiative transfer simulations of reionization is still young, but 

fast-developing and now reaching a certain maturity.

➢ Multiple methods have been developed, which use a wide variety of 

numerical techniques.

➢ All methods track I-fronts quite well and reliably, but there are still significant 

differences in the amount of physics and level of sophistication (temperature, 

hard photons, molecules, metals?), as well as in computational efficiency.

➢ A great progress has been made on the science side, as well, simulations 

are finally reaching large enough scales and resolution of sources to properly 

study global reionization and make detailed observational predictions .

➢ The detailed dynamical evolution at small scales is important. We now 

understand many of its aspects well. However, currently it can only be 

included in large-scale reionization studies by hand, as sub-grid physics.



The Future, near and far
➢ Resolving all atomically-cooling halos in large volumes 

(>100/h Mpc) and following their radiation: would require 20-
100 billion particle simulations and radiative transfer with 
>106 sources: Still difficult, but we are getting there.

➢ Detailed predictions for observations (21-cm, source counts, 
kSZ) and comparison with obtained data, once it is available. 

➢ Self-consistent (DM+gas+rad. transfer) simulations at larger 
scales, to better include effects of source/density bias.

➢ Better understanding of sources/feedback – is IMF really 
top-heavy? Escape fractions, star-formation efficiencies? 

➢ Minihalos and small-scale gas clumping: included as sub-
grid physics. Not feasible to do self-consistently in near term. 

➢ Eventually, much more physics – molecule formation, metal 
enrichment and cooling, Ly− α transfer.







• Very high 
resolution N-
body 
simulations of 
structure 
formation 
using PMFAST 
code 
developed at 
CITA (Merz, 
Pen & Trac 
2004)

• 100/h Mpc box 
1624 3 particles 
(4.3 billion),   
32483 cells. Up 
to 1.3 million 
halos (at z=3) 
(with >100 
particles/halo 
=2.5x109 M

solar

High-z Structure Formation

z=10



The high-z halo mass function

   The simulated halo 
mass function at  high z 
(z>10) is not matched 
well by neither Sheth-
Tormen , nor Press-
Schechter mass 
function: Below z~10 
ST is a fairly good fit.



The high-z halo mass function

   Similar results 
were obtained by 
other recent 
large simulations 
(Heitmann 2006)



C2-Ray: Conservative, Causal 
Ray-tracing of ionizing radiation

➢  We have developed a new radiative transfer method: 
➢ explicitly photon-conserving. 
➢ Tested in detail, many tests had exact analytical solutions 

some of which we found for the first time. 
➢ correctly evolves I-fronts even at very low spatial and 

time resolutions 
➢ non-equilibrium chemistry, energy equation

➢ fast and efficient, easily coupled to hydro and N-body 
dynamics, up to high resolutions

➢ applicable in either cosmological or non-cosmological 
situations



Reionization Calculation

• We postprocess this volume (regridded to 
2033, 4063 and 8123) with our radiative transfer  
code C2-Ray.

• 100 time-slices of density and corresponding 
halo list (10-20 Myr between slices).

• Sources are all resolved halos. M/L=const, 
fixed (2000,250) photons/atom escaping (Iliev, 
Scannapieco & Shapiro 2005).

•  Sub-grid gas clumping is also included.



Evolution of Ionized Fractions: 
Inside-Out Reionization

x
m
=mass-weighted

x
v
=volume-weighted

their ratio (top curve) 
gives the average 
density of the ionized 
regions in units of the 
mean density



Integrated electron-scattering optical 
depth

Agrees well with 1-σ
limits from the first year 
WMAP data (horizontal 
lines)

red  dotted = assuming 
full ionization



Mean Ionized Fractions vs. Density: 
Inside-Out Reionization II

x
m
=mean mass-

weighted ion. fraction
in a density bin 

The highly overdense 
regions get ionized 
earliest, the lower the 
density, the later on 
average a region gets 
ionized. 



Reionization histories: extended 
reionization

f=2000, larger halos (blue)
f=250, larger halos(mag.)
f=250, all sources (red)
Pop.III to Pop. II (green)



Reionization histories: extended 
reionization: optical depth

f=2000, larger halos (blue)
f=250, larger halos(mag.)
f=250, all sources (red)
Pop.III to Pop. II (green)



Reionization history of sub-regions
green = total mean
red    = mean-density       
             subregions
blue   = all sub-regions

For small regions there is 
huge scatter and overlap 
epoch cannot be 
determined well.
Only sufficiently large 
regions (>20 Mpc) 
describe the mean 
evolution well.



Mass ionized fraction – density 
correlation and its evolution

Correlation exists, but is not a simple one, and it essentially 
disappears for late times and smaller sub-regions  



Large-Scale Topology of Reionization: Animations

100/h Mpc 
box, 406^3 
radiative 
transfer 
simulation



Large-Scale Topology of Reionization: Animations

35/h Mpc 
box, 406^3 
radiative 
transfer 
simulation



Topology of Reionization: HII Region Evolution

➢Evolution from 
z=21 to 11.
➢HII regions of 
individual sources 
and groups start 
overlapping.
➢The topology of 
the ionized / 
neutral regions is 
complex.
➢At z=11 nearly 
the whole box is 
ionized (52,000 
sources).

(visualized using Ifrit package by 
N.Gnedin)



EOR Topology: 3D view 
z=14.7
100/h  Mpc box
spatial distribution is 
complex, with multiple 
recently-formed small 
HII regions and a couple 
of large ones.



GP Optical 
Depth

solid=median
dotted=mean
dashed=rms



Reionization topology: high-res

• We are running the 
same 100/h Mpc box 
at 4063 resolution

• Still running, 
preliminary results 
show some 
differences in fine 
details, but the large-
scale topology and 
integrated quantities 
prove robust.  



Density Power Spectra of H I and H II regions

solid = density

dashed = HII 
density

dotted = HI 
density  



HII regions size distributions

Top: bubble 
numbers

Bottom: volume 
filling factors



Non-Gaussianity of Reionization

PDFs of the 
density field, the 
mass ionized 
fraction field and 
the ionized mass 
field for regions of 
sizes 5/h Mpc, 10/h 
Mpc and 20/h Mpc



Simulations

• Photon efficiency f = fSF x fesc x Nphoton

~0.11~810.8C(z)250f250C

τ es
z

ovz(50%)clumpingfSim

0.1219.311.71250f250

0.13510.1512.6C(z)2000f2000C

0.14511.313.612000f2000



What Will We Observe?

• Frequency              Redshift             Time.

• Observations of fields 
∆θ∆θ over ∆ν : image 
cube.

• Signal too weak?
• Statistical 

measurements:
– Global signal.

– Gaussian.

– Non-Gaussian

z

ν

θ

time θ

O
b

se
rv

er



Constructing the 21cm Signal

We assume that the neutral IGM has TS >>TCMB :

– heated by X-rays 

– Ts coupled to Tk by Ly-α    (Ciardi & Madau 2004). 

  In this case,

      δ T(z) ≈ 27 xHI (1 + δ )[(1+z)/10]1/2  mK          

depends on overdensity (δ ) and neutral fraction (xHI).



Image Cube: Evolution Slice

z

ν

time θ

θ



Evolution Slices
f250



Evolution Pencil Beam

With redshift distortions With redshift distortions –

no redshift distortions

f250



Image Cube: Image Slice

z

time



Image Slice

xHI, δ δ T
b

TS>>TCMB W(δ θ, δ ν)

f2000



Different Beam shapes

Gaussian

Beam

Compensated

Gaussian

Beam

f2000



Beam and UV coverage

                 Comp. Gaussian

                  Gaussian

                  Tophat

UV Coverage of LOFAR Virtual Core

Compensated Gaussian mimics 
UV coverage of compact 
interferometer



Some more Images

Early 50% Late

f2000



Evolution Pencil Beam: Smoothed

Full resolution Beam & Bandwidth 
smoothed: 3’, 0.2 MHz

f250



Global Step

• Average signal over all 
lines of sight: global 
step (Shaver et al. 
1999). Sharp change 
with frequency.

• Simulations show 
gradual transition:           
~20mK over 20MHz.

                 f2000

                 f2000C

                 f250



RMS Fluctuations

• Interferometer measures 
differences.

• Expressed as one 
number: rms 
fluctuations.

• All simulations show a 
clear maximum in the 
fluctuations at ~50% 
ionization.               f2000

              f2000C

              f250



Angular (2D) Power spectra

• Decompose maps in 
spherical harmonics 
Ylm. 

• Power spectrum of 
multipole moments l: 
l(l+1)Cl/2π.

• Peak shifts from high 
to low l during 
reionization. 

Strongest signal: peaks at 
l=5000 (4’).

f250



3D Density Power spectra

Full density

Neutral density

Ionized density



Beyond Gaussian

• What is the brightest 
point in our volume at 
a given redshift?

              T
              T/xHI

             Tmax (full resolution)

             Tmax (1’, 0.1 MHz)

             Tmax (3’, 0.2 MHz)

             Tmax (6’, 0.4 MHz)



Probability Distribution Functions

• Distribution of δT 
highly non-Gaussian.

             Gaussian (20/h Mpc)
             Gaussian (10/h Mpc)

             Gaussian (5/h Mpc)

             PDF (20 Mpc/h)
             PDF (10 Mpc/h)
             PDF (5 Mpc/h)

f250



Deriving Reionization History

• Can we tell the reionization history (nature of 
sources) from the observations?

• Biggest difference between the simulations: 
points of 50% and 99% ionization.

• At similar ionization degree: similar statistics.
• Only noticeable differences:

– Peak of angular power-spectra (arcminute 
difference): HII region size difference.

• Bigger differences in source properties 
required to change statistics?



Conclusions

• Global step too gradual to be useful.
• Redshift distortions important.
• Power-spectra show clear peak at 50% 

ionization.
• PDFs strongly non-Gaussian: early deep 

troughs and late bright peaks more common.
• Lowering source efficiency and increasing 

clumping, lowers points of 50% and 99% 
ionization, but has no major impact on 
observables.


